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Ambition: What A.P. Students Carry   

The things they carried were largely determined by ambition. Among those items were 

backpacks, text books, calculators, pencil bags, cell phones, wallets, planners, water bottles, 

iPods, note cards, car keys, snacks, laptops, highlighters, binders, and three or four packets 

of notebook paper. Together these items could weigh more than the person carrying them, 

depending upon a student’s drive. Devon Sills, who was a note taker, carried extra pens; 

she especially enjoyed the new colorful sharpies she had received for her birthday. Janice 

Bythe, who loved to write, carried a notebook, pencils, and scraps of paper that contained the 

beginnings of old stories. Sarah Floris, who was productive, carried other homework until she 

got too busy during A.P. testing at the beginning of May. 

Be necessity, and because it was their only connection to the outside world, they all 

carried white laptops. They carried the required charger and headphones that accompanied 

the laptop. Very few ever left the laptops at home. On their backs, they carried backpacks, and 

Janice carried two books and her iPad in hope of inspiration. Sarah Floris carried the homework 

agenda for the next two weeks. Reghan Gillman carried a camera. Chris Mosser carried 

frisbees. Rachel, a talented musician, carried a marked-up piece of harp music. 

Ambition dominated. A.P. classes alone weren’t enough, and it was expected for each 

student to complete an extensive, difficult A.P. test book. These books were at least 200 pages 

long, but towards the end of April seemed much longer. Because you could get behind so 

easily, each student carried Airborne to boost the immune system, which he or she took daily. 

Too much time was spent at school, so most students escorted a small gym bag that was used 

to carry running shoes or towels or extra clothes. With its extra weight, the gym bag could be 

a burden to carry, but it was always worth it. It offered a new type of ambition, a type found 

outside of the classroom. Regardless of where A.P. students are—the classroom, band hall, or 



athletic field—ambition is not difficult to find. 


